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Airline staff and onlookers take pictures as the Captain and First Officer offload a box of coronavirus
vaccines touch down in Nome. After landing on the afternoon jet, the vaccine vials were swiftly transported
to the hospital’s ultracold freezer.

Dear Friend,

KNOM’s radio signal is a hopeful and safe
companion that inspires trust. The station’s
positive message is not based on wishful thinking,
but in a living hope: hope that has put its boots
on and walks in trusting faith. It does not fear
scarcity, but lives in the reality of God’s goodness
and abundant provision.
This trust is mirrored by all those who trust
the station with their stories - great or small. It
requires courage to not only listen to the radio
signal but share something near to one’s own
heart with a wider audience.
After decades of being a Western Alaskan
friend and companion, the station is trusted to
share Good News in a way that honors, respects,
and holds hope in the midst of challenges.
Thank you for making it happen!

God holds in perfect peace those
who trust in Him.

Vaccines Arrive in Nome

Just a few days before Christmas, 975
coronavirus vaccines landed on the tarmac in
Nome. Onlookers greeted the package with
cheers and applause. Arriving on the heels of a
major outbreak that closed schools in Nome, the
vaccine brings great hope. Some residents said it
made them think of the dogs and mushers that
brought diphteria medication to the community
nearly a century ago, in 1924.
Vaccinations began later that same evening.
Elderly residents and staff at Nome’s Quyanna
Care Center were the first to receive the vaccine,
along with hospital employees.
“Are you excited to get the new vaccine?”
“Oh, yeah. I guess I am… in my own way.”
That’s nurse Marla Mayberry and elder Phillip
Dexter, age 96, from Golovin. Dexter sits with his
feet up in a green armchair. He is the first elder in
Nome to get the vaccine.
Seven minutes later, Dexter’s spirits are high,
with no signs of pain or discomfort, as he regales
the nurses with tales of his work as a goldminer in
decades past.
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Mayberry said the nursing staff came up with a simple
and creative solution for gathering and monitoring elders
as they receive the vaccine: playing bingo.
“We’re actually going to have a big bingo party up here
in the front with everyone and we can watch everybody at
one time after they’ve had the injection,” she told listeners.
The hospital’s CEO, Angie Gorn, says they were
able to offer the vaccine to elders ahead of the original
schedule, thanks to an extra shipment from the Indian
Health Service. After only expecting 300 initial doses of the
vaccine, an additional 600 arrived.
The vaccine, made by Pfizer, is deemed too delicate
for transportation to village clinics. Hospital officials say
they hope to distribute the Moderna vaccine to smaller
communities in the region as soon as it arrives.
On the same day the vaccines arrived, daily prayers
recorded by Nome’s Fr. Kumar began going out over the
airwaves, asking for an end to the coronavirus pandemic.

It is always springtime in the heart that
loves God.

Phillip Dexter of Golovin was the first
elder to receive the coronavirus vaccine
in Nome. Here he is with nurse Marla
Mayberry.

Nome Varsity E-Sports Team Undefeated in Fall Season

A year after founding, Nome-Beltz High School’s
e-sports team has impressed parents and coaches. The
team, which competes by playing age-appropriate games
online, was one of the few school teams still allowed to
compete in Alaska last fall. Coaches say the players’ swift
success is remarkable.
“One year ago ... we were doing our best to play
against some teams who really outmatched us and really
had some great strengths. Now, we have an amazing
varsity team that has not lost a single match in the season.
And through their example, they’ve inspired an amazing
team of JV players.”
That’s teacher and coach Aaron Palmer Blankenship.
He and Matt Johnson volunteer their time to host
practices and prepare strategy most days after school.
Students say the game skills translate into other areas
of their lives, and have increased their connection to other
students. Varsity player Bode Leeper says his peers ”went
from thinking I was just a nerd, it’s just a nerdy sport, to
‘Oh, this is kinda cool. They’re winning a lot, they’re having
fun, they get to compete. So hey, that’s awesome!’”

Nome’s varsity team. From left to right:
Parker Kenick, Bode Leeper, Andrew
Nashalook, and Colin McFarland.

Bode Leeper, a varsity player for NomeBeltz High School, holds up his game
controller.
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Seward Peninsula Amateur Radio Club (SPARC)’s
repeater at Skookum Pass, seen in the fall.

Shoveling snow off the same repeater in the winter.
Photos by Wesley Perkins, used with permission.

Successful Rescue Highlights Village Comes Together to
HAM Radio Network Outage Mitigate Storm Damage
In December, a search party went out to
search for an overdue snowmachiner, George
‘Butch’ Wassillie, who had been traveling between
Nome and White Mountain. Wassillie was found
on the trail safe and sound. Still, White Mountain’s
longtime Village Public Safety Officer (VPSO), Dan
Harrelson, warned listeners that with the local
HAM radio network down, travel is extra perilous.
The radio system is regularly used by radio
enthusiasts, emergency responders, search and
rescue teams, and snowmachiners traveling
within roughly a 100-mile radius surrounding
Nome.
Wesley Perkins, who heads up the local radio
club, says he first noticed equipment issues at a
repeater site a few months outside of Nome at
the end of September.
“The FAA had a contractor in town that had
cleaned up some sites, and after some type of
miscommunication the equipment at the site was
basically moved,” Perkins says.
The Seward Peninsula Amateur Radio Club,
also known as SPARC, operates about a half
dozen receivers across the Seward Peninsula,
along with a hub receiver in downtown Nome.
Perkins says most of them operate on solar
power or will be switching to solar power soon.

In the middle of December, a severe weather
warning came in for Unalakleet and the eastern
areas of the Norton Sound region.
The storm brought with it winds gusting to
more than 60 miles per hour. A small roof blew
off and flew into a high voltage line, snapping the
cable in two. Half the village was without power
for about nine hours.
The power company says local
resourcefulness is the main reason it was not
longer: In the middle of the gusting winds, three
crew members from the Unalakleet power
company and a former employee climbed up and
repaired the line break overhead.
At the same time, community members
helped secure blowing debris to prevent further
damage around the village.

“May the Lord give us the grace
to live in full fellowship with
our brothers and sisters of other
religions, praying for one another,
open to all.”
— Pope Francis’ prayer intention for
January 2021
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Winter Weather Damages FM
Transmitter and Antenna

In mid-November, as Western Alaska
transitioned from fall to winter with the
thermometer ping-ponging above and below
freezing, the KNOM FM transmitter’s signal
strength dropped precipitously. The cycle of
freeze-thaw combined with snow, freezing
rain and wind wreaks havoc on the 30 year old
antenna.
(As regular readers may recall, the AM
transmitter was replaced in 2017. The mission
simulcasts on both AM & FM frequencies. The FM
transmitter is a lower power unit with an antenna
mounted on a tower behind the radio station.)
KNOM’s engineers Van Craft and Les
Brown assessed the situation, and the news
wasn’t good. The FM transmitter was failing,
and the transmission line and/or the antenna
were needing serious repair. The engineers
recommended total replacement in the coming
months. As the antenna is 30 years old and the
transmitter 20 years old, both pieces are at their
expected end of functionality.
As winter temperatures have come down and
stabilized, the FM transmitter is again working
properly - for now.
This is the estimated price tag:
Nautel FM transmitter
Antenna equipment
Two power amplifiers
Tower installation
Total

Hope is not blind. Hope is a trust
that if you fail now, you may not fail
forever; if you are hurt, you can be
healed.
Hope is trust that God is good, and
His love powerful. Hope is reality.

$6,674
$35,778.50
$924
$20,000 (estimate)
$63,386.50

As the cost estimates were generated, KNOM
received word that a faithful benefactor who
passed away earlier in the year had left a legacy
gift in her will.
The family called just days after the bill was
finalized and asked that the gift go toward
equipment. KNOM was humbled to learn the final
amount covers this unbudgeted expense.
The station’s benefactor had a special
devotion to Saint Kateri Tekakwitha, whose feast
The FM tower and antenna outside the radio station.
day is KNOM’s broadcast birthday, July 14.
Nome’s Advent star shines at the top.

Please consider KNOM in your estate planning.

